Low cost... dependable performance

USED BY: LOGGERS • ENGINEERS
• SPORTSMEN • POWER AND
TELEPHONE COMPANIES • CON-
TRACTORS • RAILROADS AND
• GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES

ARNOLD
RANGER X
A well engineered, rugged, versatile industrial type machine with high clearance (16") for rough terrain and swamps. The power train has built-in extra strength with infinite speed control... extremely easy to operate. Smooth performance and maneuverability is assured with stamina for the most difficult jobs.

**ARNOLD RANGER X**

is a low cost **dependable** unit providing transportation and/or tractive effort for:

- Power Line Inspection and Maintenance
- Light Bulldozing and Backfilling
- Topographic Mapping
- Mine Engineering
- Tree Planting
- Swamp and Bog Research
- Cranberry Growers
- Snow Plowing
- Hunting and Fishing
- Timber Cruising
- Exploration crews
- Tractor Refueling
- Railroad Signal Departments
- Telecommunications Crews
- Highway and Railroad Engineering
- Airports, plus many other applications
RANGER X
Is An ALL GEARED Unit With POSITIVE CLUTCH

- 14 H.P. Kohler K321 engine with lighting alternator, rope or electric start
- 6 1/2" Automotive Type Clutch
- Automotive Transmission, 3 speeds forward, 1 reverse
- Hypoid Differential
- Large 9" internal expanding steering brakes
- Heavy duty geared final drives with splined heat treated axles
SPECIFICATIONS

OVERALL HEIGHT ............................................. 39"
OVERALL LENGTH (Including Trailer Hitch) .............. 89"
OVERALL WIDTH .............................................. 48"
GROUND CLEARANCE BETWEEN TRACKS ..................... 16"
MAXIMUM SPEED ............................................. 13 MPH
UNIT OPERATING PRESSURE . UNDER 1 LB. PER SQ. INCH
TURNING RADIUS ........................................... PIVOTS ON EITHER TRACK
LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY . 1,000 LBS. AND 2 ADULTS
UNLOADED WEIGHT ........................................... 1,050 LBS.
LOADS INTO 1/2 OR 3/4 TON PICKUP

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

HYDRAULIC CONTROL

package consisting of pump, valve, hoses, cylinder, mounts, belt, fittings.

TRACK TYPE TRAILER

("SWAMPER") 48" wide, 22" high, bed length 72" with 2,000 pound capacity.

TRAILER

Heavy duty, for towing behind "RANGER", with 3' x 5' bed and equipped with wheels or steel skis.

SNOWPLOW-BULLDOZER

5' wide straight blade complete with hand lift.

SNOWPLOW-BULLDOZER

5' wide blade complete with hand lift. Can be used straight or ANGLED to left or right.

TRAILER

for transporting RANGER X over the road.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make design or specification changes for product improvement without notice.

RANGER X

Manufactured by:

ARNOLD MANUFACTURING CO.
Pengilly, Minn. 55775
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